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LOCALIZING VIRTUAL FUNDAMENTAL CYCLES FOR
SEMI-PERFECT OBSTRUCTION THEORIES
YOUNG-HOON KIEM
Abstract. Recently H.-L. Chang and J. Li generalized the theory of
virtual fundamental class to the setting of semi-perfect obstruction the-
ory. A semi-perfect obstruction theory requires only the local existence
of a perfect obstruction theory with compatibility conditions. In this pa-
per, we generalize the torus localization of Graber-Pandharipande [17],
the cosection localization [21] and their combination [6], to the setting
of semi-perfect obstruction theory. As an application, we show that the
Jiang-Thomas theory [20] of virtual signed Euler characteristic works
without the technical quasi-smoothness assumption from derived alge-
braic geometry.
1. Introduction
The theory of virtual fundamental class was invented in 1995 by Li-
Tian [31] and Behrend-Fantechi [2] in order to provide a rigorous algebro-
geometric theory of the Gromov-Witten invariant. Since then, the virtual
fundamental class has played a key role in defining important invariants like
Donaldson-Thomas and Pandharipande-Thomas invariants, as integrals on
the virtual fundamental cycles on suitable moduli spaces. Each Deligne-
Mumford stack X has the intrinsic normal cone cX canonically embedded
into its abelian hull NX = h
1/h0(L∨X) where LX denotes the cotangent com-
plex of X (cf. [2]). A perfect obstruction theory φ : E → LX gives us an
embedding of NX into the vector bundle stack EX = h
1/h0(E∨) and the
virtual fundamental class [X]vir is defined by applying the Gysin map 0!EX
to [cX ].
A few effective techniques to handle virtual fundamental classes were
discovered during the past two decades, such as the torus localization of
Graber-Pandharipande [17], the degeneration method of J. Li [30] and the
cosection localization [21]. Often combining these techniques turns out to
be quite effective. In [6], it was proved that the torus localization works
for the cosection localized virtual fundamental classes and this combined
localization turned out to be quite useful for the Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-
Yau correspondence [10].
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Recently thanks to improved knowledge on derived categories and wall
crossing, there arose a demand to handle more moduli spaces of derived cat-
egory objects on a smooth projective variety. Unfortunately it is often hard
to find perfect obstruction theories on moduli spaces of derived category
objects and hence virtual fundamental classes were not readily available for
them. In [7], H.-L. Chang and J. Li constructed the virtual fundamental
class under a weaker condition than the existence of a perfect obstruction
theory. They require only the local existence of compatible perfect obstruc-
tion theories and it was proved in [7] that these local theories are sufficient
to give the virtual fundamental class with desired properties. In fact, this
weaker requirement amounts to the theory of tangent-obstruction sheaves
of [31]. For many moduli spaces of derived category objects, semi-perfect
obstruction theories are easier to construct (cf. [7]) and it was shown in [22]
that a critical virtual manifold always has a semi-perfect obstruction theory
and hence a virtual fundamental class. The goal of this paper is to gener-
alize and establish the localization theorems in the setting of semi-perfect
obstruction theory.
A semi-perfect obstruction theory on a Deligne-Mumford stack X consists
of an e´tale cover {Xα → X} and perfect obstruction theories
{φα : Eα → LXα}
of Xα satisfying compatibility conditions on the obstruction sheaves and
assignments (cf. Definition 2.7). By constructing a cone cycle CX in the
obstruction sheaf ObX and applying the (generalized) Gysin map 0
!
F for the
coherent sheaf F = ObX , we obtain the virtual fundamental class [X]
vir
with respect to the semi-perfect obstruction theory on X. When there is
an action of T = C∗ and all the local perfect obstruction theories as well as
the e´tale cover Xα → X are T -equivariant, we prove that the usual torus
localization formula
[X]vir = ı∗
[F ]vir
e(Nvir)
holds (cf. Theorem 4.5) where F is the T -fixed locus equipped with the
induced semi-perfect obstruction theory. The only additional assumption
we need is the existence of a global resolution [N0 → N1] of the virtual
normal bundle Nvir of F by locally free sheaves as in [6].
Compatibility of perfect obstruction theories φα : Eα → LXα requires
that the local obstruction sheaves ObXα = h
1(E∨α ) glue to a sheaf ObX on
X. If there is a cosection σ : ObX → OX , we prove (cf. Theorem 3.1) that
the virtual fundamental class [X]vir of X localizes to the zero locus X(σ) of
σ, generalizing the cosection localization theorem in [21].
In [6], the authors combined the torus localization with the cosection
localization. They proved that the torus localization formula holds for the
cosection localized virtual fundamental class if the cosection σ is T -invariant.
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In §5, we generalize this combined localization result to the setting of semi-
perfect obstruction theory (cf. Theorem 5.1).
As an application, we consider the Jiang-Thomas theory of virtual signed
Euler characteristic in [20]. For a scheme X equipped with a perfect ob-
struction theory, Jiang and Thomas collected five natural ways to think of
virtual signed Euler characteristic via
(1) K-theory,
(2) torus localization,
(3) Euler characteristic weighted by the Behrend function,
(4) cosection localization and
(5) ordinary Euler characteristic,
and proved that (1)=(2) while (3)=(4)=(5). To make sense of (2), (3) and
(4), they constructed the dual obstruction cone N = SpecX(Sym(ObX)) and
proved that N admits a perfect obstruction theory after assuming that X
comes from a quasi-smooth derived scheme. We will prove in §6 that N al-
ways admits a semi-perfect obstruction theory without any assumption from
derived algebraic geometry. Applying the torus localization and cosection
localization theorems proved in this paper, we can make sense of (2), (3)
and (4) and the Jiang-Thomas theory of virtual signed Euler characteristic
is established without the technical assumption.
Here is the layout of the paper. In §3, we will prove that the cosection
localization of [21] works for semi-perfect obstruction theory. In §4, we will
show that the torus localization of Graber-Pandharipande [17] also works for
semi-perfect obstruction theory. In §5, we prove that the torus localization
works for the cosection localized virtual fundamental class of a semi-perfect
obstruction theory. In §6, we apply these results to the dual obstruction cone
of Jiang-Thomas and show that their theory works without the technical
quasi-smoothness assumption from derived algebraic geometry.
All schemes or Deligne-Mumford stacks in this paper are of finite type and
defined over the complex number field C. All Chow groups in this paper
have coefficients in the rational number field Q.
2. Localization of virtual fundamental cycles and
semi-perfect obstruction theory
2.1. Localization of virtual fundamental classes. In this subsection,
we recall the torus localization of Graber-Pandharipande [17] and the cosec-
tion localization for virtual fundamental class (cf. [21]).
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack over C. The intrinsic normal cone cX
of X is a cone stack which satisfies [CU/V /TV |U ] = cX |U if U → X is e´tale
and U is closed in a smooth variety V .
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Definition 2.1. [2] A perfect obstruction theory on a Deligne-Mumford
stack X is a morphism φ : E → LX in the derived category D(OX) of
quasi-coherent OX-modules such that
(1) E is locally isomorphic to a two-term complex [E−1 → E0] of locally
free sheaves,
(2) h−1(φ) is surjective and h0(φ) is an isomorphism.
The perfect obstruction theory is symmetric if there exists an isomorphism
θ : E → E∨[1] with θ∨[1] = θ.
Here, LX denotes the truncated cotangent complex τ
≥−1LX of X.
A perfect obstruction theory φ : E → LX gives us a vector bundle stack
E = h1/h0(E∨) which is locally E1/E0 where Ei is the dual bundle of E
−i for
i = 0, 1. Then by [2], the intrinsic normal cone cX is canonically embedded
into the abelian cone stack h1/h0(L∨X) which is embedded into E by φ
∨.
Then the virtual fundamental class of X is defined as
[X]vir = 0!E [cX ]
where 0!E is the Gysin map for the vector bundle stack E .
When X admits an action of T = C∗ and the perfect obstruction theory
φ : E → LX is T -equivariant, the virtual fundamental class of X is localized
to the T -fixed locus F in X by the formula
(2.1) [X]vir = ı∗
[F ]vir
e(Nvir)
∈ AT∗ (X)⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1]
where ı : F → X is the inclusion and Nvir is the moving part of E∨|F if
Nvir admits a global resolution [N0 → N1] by locally free sheaves N0, N1 on
F (cf. [17, 6]).
When the obstruction sheaf ObX = h
1(E∨) has a cosection σ : ObX →
OX , the virtual fundamental class [X]
vir is localized to the zero locus X(σ)
of σ by [21]. The cosection localized virtual fundamental class is obtained in
two steps. Firstly we observe that the intrinsic normal cone cX has support
in
E(σ) = E|X(σ) ∪ ker(E|U
σ
−→OU )
where U = X−X(σ). Secondly the Gysin map 0!E : A∗E → A∗X is localized
to a map
0!E,loc : A∗(E(σ)) −→ A∗(X(σ))
and the cosection localized virtual cycle is defined as
[X]virloc = 0
!
E,loc[cX ].
This cosection localized virtual fundamental class satisfies many expected
properties such as deformation invariance and
ı∗[X]
vir
loc = [X]
vir
where ı : X(σ)→ X is the inclusion map.
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Combining the localization techniques is often useful. In [6], the authors
proved that the torus localization formula (2.1) holds for the cosection lo-
calized virtual cycles, i.e.
(2.2) [X]virloc = ı∗
[F ]virloc
e(Nvir)
∈ AT∗ (X(σ)) ⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1]
which turned out to be quite useful.
2.2. Cycles on sheaf stacks. In this section, we recall the notion of cycles
on sheaf stacks [7]. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack and F be a coherent
sheaf on X. Then the groupoid associating sections s ∈ Γ(U, f∗F) to a
morphism f : U → X is a stack, called the sheaf stack of F . By abusing the
notation, we denote the sheaf stack by the same symbol F .
We will consider the intersection theory on the sheaf stack F .
Definition 2.2. [7, Definition 3.2] (1) A reduced cycle in F is a substack
B of F such that for any e´tale morphism f : U → X from a scheme U
and a surjective homomorphism V → f∗F from a vector bundle V on U ,
B˜ = V ×f∗F f
∗B ⊂ V is a Zariski closed reduced subscheme.
(2) Three reduced cycles B1, B2, B3 in F satisfy B3 = B1 ∪B2 if for any
e´tale morphism f : U → X from a scheme U and a surjective homomorphism
V → f∗F from a vector bundle V on U , B˜3 = B˜1 ∪ B˜2 where B˜i = V ×f∗F
f∗Bi.
(3) A reduced cycle B in F is irreducible if it is not the union of two
nontrivial reduced cycles B1 and B2 with B 6= B1 and B 6= B2.
(4) A prime cycle in F is an irreducible reduced cycle in F .
(5) The Q-vector space spanned by prime cycles in F is denoted by Z∗(F).
Elements of Z∗(F) are called cycles on F .
Example 2.3. [1] Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack equipped with a perfect
obstruction theory E → LX . Let
cX ⊂ EX = h
1/h0(E∨)
be the intrinsic normal cone of X. Then the obstruction sheaf ObX = h
1(E∨)
is the coarse moduli sheaf of EX and let
CX →֒ ObX
denote the coarse moduli sheaf of cX so that we have a cartesian diagram
cX
  //

EX

CX
  // ObX .
Then for any e´tale open f : U → X and a surjective homomorphism V →
f∗ObX from a vector bundle V on U , the fiber product
V ×f∗ObX f
∗CX ⊂ V
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gives us a cycle (called the obstruction cone) on the vector bundle V (cf. [1,
§2]). Therefore CX ∈ Z∗(ObX).
It was proved in the proof of [1, Proposition 2.2] that if V → ObX is a
surjective homomorphism from a vector bundle V on X, then the virtual
fundamental class is given by
[X]vir = 0!V [V ×ObX CX ].
In the notation of [7], the right side is 0!ObX (CX) so that we have
[X]vir = 0!ObX (CX).
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack and F be a coherent sheaf on X. Let
B ∈ Z∗(F) be a prime cycle. Let ρ : U → X be an e´tale morphism with
ρ∗B = B ×X U 6= 0 ∈ Z∗(ρ
∗F). Pick a vector bundle F on U that admits a
surjective homomorphism F → ρ∗F . Let B¯ ⊂ U be the image of the cycle
ρ∗B×ρ∗F F by the projection F → U . Then the closure Y of ρ(B¯) in X is a
closed Deligne-Mumford substack. By Chow’s lemma [29, 16.6.1], there are
a quasi-projective scheme S, a generically e´tale proper surjective morphism
f : S → Y , a locally free sheaf V and a surjective homomorphism V → f∗F .
For an open S′ ⊂ S such that f |S′ : S
′ → Y is e´tale, let B˜ be the closure in
V of V|S′ ×F B ⊂ V|S′ .
Definition 2.4. The triple (f : S → Y,V → f∗F , B˜ ⊂ V) is called a proper
representative of B.
Let W ∈ Z∗(F) be a prime cycle on a coherent sheaf F on a Deligne-
Mumford stack X. A rational function h on W is an equivalence class of
rational functions hf ∈ k(W˜ ) on W˜ for proper representatives (f,V, W˜ ) of
W where the equivalence relation is defined as follows: Let (f ′,V ′, W˜ ′) be
another proper representative of W and hf ′ ∈ k(W˜
′). Then hf ∼ hf ′ if and
only if there is a third proper representative (fˆ , Vˆ, Wˆ ) of W that fits into
the commutative diagrams
Sˆ
g′
//
g

fˆ

❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
S′
f ′

S
f
// Y
and Vˆ // //

g′∗V ′

g∗V // // g∗f∗F = Fˆ = g′∗f ′∗F ,
such that the pullbacks of hf and hf ′ to Wˆ by g and g
′ respectively coincide
in k(Wˆ ).
We say a rational function h on a prime cycle W on F is admissible if for
any proper representative (f,V, W˜ ), the extension hnorf : W˜
nor → P1 of hf
to the normalization W˜ nor is constant on the fibers of W˜ nor → F .
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For a prime cycle W on F and an admissible rational function h on W ,
we write the principal divisor of hf on W˜ as
∂(W˜ , hf ) =
∑
i
niDi
for distinct prime divisors Di on W˜ where (f,V, W˜ ) is a proper represen-
tative of W and hf is a rational function on W˜ representing h. Then the
image Wi of Di in F is a prime cycle on F (cf. [7, §3]). The boundary of
(W,h) is now defined as
∂(W,h) =
∑
i
niWi
ei
deg f
where ei is the degree of the morphism W¯i → Wi where W¯i is the image of
Di in f
∗F .
Definition 2.5. [7] Two cycles B1 and B2 on a coherent sheaf F on a
Deligne-Mumford stack X are rationally equivalent if B1 − B2 is a linear
combination of cycles of the form ∂(W,h) where W is a prime cycle on
F and h is an admissible rational function on W . We let A∗(F) be the
Q-vector space of rational equivalence classes of cycles in Z∗(F).
With this preparation, the Gysin map for a coherent sheaf F is now
defined as follows.
Definition 2.6. The Gysin map for F is defined by
0!F [B] =
1
deg f
f∗(0
!
V [B˜]) ∈ A∗X
where (f,V, B˜) is a proper representative of B.
By [7, Proposition 3.4], 0!F [B] is independent of the choice of a proper
representative of B. By [7, Corollary 3.6], the Gysin map 0!F preserves
rational equivalence and hence induces a map 0!F : A∗(F) −→ A∗(X).
Suppose there is a homomorphism σ : F → OX , called a cosection, of
a coherent sheaf F on a Deligne-Mumford stack X. Let X(σ) be the zero
locus of σ whose defining ideal is the image of σ. Let U = X − X(σ) and
consider the substack
F(σ) = F|X(σ) ∪ ker(σ : F|U → OU ).
A cycle on F(σ) is a cycle on F which is a substack of F(σ), i.e. a prime
cycle B ∈ Z∗(F) belongs to Z∗(F(σ)) if for a proper representative (f : S →
X,V → f∗F , B˜) of B, we have
B˜ ⊂ V|S×XX(σ) ∪ ker(σ˜ : V → OS)
where σ˜ : V → OS is the composition of the surjective homomorphism
V → f∗F with f∗σ : f∗F → OS . We say two cycles B1 and B2 on F(σ)
are rationally equivalent if B1 − B2 is a linear combination of cycles of the
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form ∂(W,h) where W is a prime cycle on F(σ) and h is an admissible
rational function on W . We let A∗(F(σ)) be the Q-vector space of rational
equivalence classes of cycles on F(σ).
2.3. Semi-perfect obstruction theory. A semi-perfect obstruction the-
ory is a generalization of a perfect obstruction theory which still gives rise
to a virtual fundamental class.
Definition 2.7. [7] A semi-perfect obstruction theory on a Deligne-Mumford
stack X consists of an e´tale cover {Xα → X} and a perfect obstruction the-
ory φα : Eα → LXα for each α such that
(1) there are isomorphisms ψαβ : h
1(E∨α )|Xαβ → h
1(E∨β )|Xαβ for pairs of
indices α, β, that glue {h1(E∨α )} to a sheaf ObX on X and that
(2) the perfect obstruction theories Eα|Xαβ and Eβ |Xαβ give the same
obstruction assignment via ψαβ for pairs of indices α, β.
Here Xαβ = Xα ×X Xβ as usual.
The second condition in Definition 2.7 means the following.
Definition 2.8. Let x ∈ U be a closed point of a Deligne-Mumford stack.
An infinitesimal lifting problem on U consists of an extension 0→ I → B →
B¯ → 0 of Artin local rings with I ·mB = 0 and a morphism g¯ : SpecB¯ → U
that sends the closed point of SpecB¯ to x.
If φ : E → LU is a perfect obstruction theory on U , letting ∆¯ = SpecB¯
and ∆ = SpecB, the natural morphism L∆¯ → L∆¯/∆ = I[1] composed with φ
gives us
g¯∗E
g¯∗φ
−→ g¯∗LX
g¯
−→L∆¯ −→ L∆¯/∆ = I[1]
which is the obstruction class
(2.3) obU (φ, g¯, B, B¯) = (g¯
∗E → I[1]) ∈ Ext1(g¯∗E, I) = I ⊗C h
1(E∨)|x.
Two obstruction theories φ : E → LU and φ
′ : E′ → LU give the same
obstruction assignment via an isomorphism ψ : h1(E∨)
∼=
−→h1(E′∨) of ob-
struction sheaves if
obU (φ
′, g¯, B, B¯) = ψ
(
obU (φ, g¯, B, B¯)
)
∈ I ⊗C h
1(E′
∨
)|x
for any infinitesimal lifting problem (g¯, B, B¯).
It was proved in [7] that the conditions in Definition 2.7 guarantee that
the images of
cXα →֒ Eα −→ h
1(E∨α ) = ObXα
glue to a cone CX ⊂ ObX by the following.
Proposition 2.9. [7] Let NX = h
1/h0(L∨X) denote the abelian hull of the
intrinsic normal cone cX of X. Then the morphisms
ηα : NX |Xα = h
1/h0(L∨Xα) −→ h
1/h0(E∨α ) −→ h
1(E∨α ) = ObX |Xα
glue to a morphism η : NX → ObX . Moreover, if A ∈ Z∗(NX), then
{(ηα)∗(A|Xα)} glue to a cycle η∗[A] ∈ Z∗(ObX).
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Applying the Gysin map
0!F : A∗(F) −→ A∗(X), F = ObX
to the image CX ∈ Z∗(ObX) of the intrinsic normal cone cX ∈ Z∗(NX), we
get the virtual fundamental class [X]vir of X for the semi-perfect obstruction
theory.
We will show below that the torus localization of Graber-Pandharipande
[17] (cf. §4) and the cosection localization [21] (cf. §3) as well as their
combination (cf. §5) work for semi-perfect obstruction theories.
3. Cosection localization for semi-perfect obstruction theory
In this section, we generalize the cosection localization principle in [21] to
the setting of semi-perfect obstruction theory in [7].
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack over C equipped with a semi-perfect
obstruction theory
(3.1) (Xα → X, φα : Eα → LXα).
Let ObX denote the obstruction sheaf, the gluing of h
1(E∨α ). Let
(3.2) σ : ObX −→ OX
be a homomorphism, called a cosection of the obstruction sheaf. LetX(σ) be
the closed substack (zero locus of σ) of X defined by the ideal σ(ObX) ⊂ OX
and let U = X −X(σ) be the open substack over which σ is surjective.
The goal of this section is to prove the following generalization of [21,
Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 3.1. (Cosection localization for semi-perfect obstruction theory)
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack equipped with a semi-perfect obstruction
theory. Suppose the obstruction sheaf ObX admits a cosection σ : ObX →
OX . Let X(σ) be the zero locus of σ and ı : X(σ)→ X denote the inclusion.
Then there exists a localized virtual fundamental class
[X]virloc ∈ A∗(X(σ))
satisfying ı∗[X]
vir
loc = [X]
vir ∈ A∗(X).
Since ObX |Xα = h
1(E∨α ), we have a canonical morphism of stacks
(3.3) Eα = h
1/h0(E∨α ) −→ h
1(E∨α ) = ObX |Xα .
Let U = X −X(σ) and Uα = U ×X Xα. The cosection σ in (3.2) together
with (3.3) induces a morphism
σ¯α : Eα|Uα −→ ObUα
σ
−→OUα .
Then by [21, Proposition 4.3], [cXα ] ∈ Z∗(Eα(σ)) where
Eα(σ) = Eα|Xα(σ) ∪ ker[σ¯α : Eα|Uα → OUα ], Xα(σ) = Xα ×X X(σ).
Hence the image of [cXα ] by Eα → ObXα lies in Z∗(ObXα(σ)) where
ObXα(σ) = ObXα |Xα(σ) ∪ ker[σα : ObUα → OUα ].
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Since CX is the gluing of the images of [cXα ] and ObX is the gluing of ObXα
while σ is the gluing of σα, letting
ObX(σ) = ObX |X(σ) ∪ ker[σU : ObU ։ OU ],
we find that
(3.4) [CX ] ∈ A∗(ObX(σ)).
Next, we generalize the cosection localized Gysin map (cf. [21, Proposi-
tion 1.3]).
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a coherent sheaf on a Deligne-Mumford stack
X and let σ : F → OX be a nonzero cosection. Let X(σ) denote the zero
locus of σ and U = X −X(σ) so that σ is surjective over U . Let F(σ) =
F|X(σ) ∪ ker[σU : F|U ։ OU ]. Then there is a homomorphism
(3.5) 0!F ,σ : A∗(F(σ)) −→ A∗(X(σ))
which we call the localized Gysin map, such that
(3.6) ı∗ ◦ 0
!
F ,σ = 0
!
F ◦ ı˜∗ : A∗F(σ) −→ A∗(X)
where ı : X(σ) → X and ı˜ : F(σ) → F denote the inclusions and 0!F is the
Gysin map in Definition 2.6.
Proof. Let B ∈ Z∗(F(σ)) be a prime cycle. If B ∈ Z∗(F|X(σ)), then we let
(3.7) 0!F ,σ[B] := 0
!
F|X(σ)
[B] ∈ A∗(X(σ))
where 0!F|X(σ)
is the Gysin map of the sheaf F|X(σ) on X(σ) defined in [7,
§3]. From now on, we let the prime cycle B satisfy B /∈ Z∗(F|X(σ)).
Let π : F → X denote the projection. Let ρ : X# → X be the blowup
alongX(σ), i.e. along the ideal Iσ = σ(F) ⊂ OX so that we have a surjective
homomorphism
(3.8) σ# : F# = ρ∗F −→ OX#(D)
where D is a Cartier divisor on X˜ with support |D| such that OX#(D) =
ρ−1Iσ · OX# and ρ(|D|) ⊂ X(σ).
For a proper representative (f : S → X,V ։ f∗F , B˜), let S# be the
blowup of S along S(σ) = X(σ) ×X S, so that we have a commutative
diagram
S#
f#
//
ρ#

X#
ρ

S
f
// X.
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Let −DS denote the exceptional divisor of ρ
#. Let F˜ = f∗F , V# = (ρ#)∗V
and F˜# = (ρ ◦ f#)∗F = (f ◦ ρ#)∗F . Let B˜# ⊂ V# be the proper trans-
form of B˜ ⊂ V. The cosection σ : F → OX and (3.8) induce a surjective
homomorphism
σ˜# : V# ։ F˜# ։ OS#(DS).
We now define
(3.9) 0!F ,σ[B] :=
1
deg f
f ′∗(ρ
#)′∗(DS · 0
!
ker σ˜# [B˜
#]) ∈ A∗(X(σ)),
where f ′ : S(σ) → X(σ) is the restriction of f to S(σ) and (ρ#)′ : DS →
S(σ) is the restriction of ρ# to DS . Here D· denotes the intersection with
the divisor D (cf. [14, Chapter 2]). By the definition of the localized Gysin
map for vector bundles in [21], we have
(3.10) 0!V ,σ[B˜] = (ρ
#)′∗(DS · 0
!
ker σ˜# [B˜
#]) ∈ A∗(S(σ))
so that we have
(3.11) 0!F ,σ[B] =
1
deg f
f ′∗0
!
V ,σ[B˜] ∈ A∗(X(σ)).
It was also proved in [21, §2] that 0!V ,σ preserves rational equivalence.
By the usual argument used in [21, §2] or [7, §3], it is straightforward to
see that 0!F ,σ[B] is independent of the choice of a proper representative of B.
Indeed, if we have two proper representatives (f1,V1, B˜1) and (f2,V2, B˜2), we
can choose a third proper representative (fˆ , Vˆ , Bˆ) dominating the previous
two. Then we can compare the cycles defined by the right side of (3.9) on
Vˆ. We omit the detail here.
By extending (3.7) and (3.9) linearly, we obtain a homomorphism
(3.12) 0!F ,σ : Z∗(F(σ)) −→ A∗(X(σ)).
To prove that (3.12) preserves rational equivalence, let W be a prime cy-
cle on F(σ) and h be an admissible rational function on W . When W ∈
Z∗(F|X(σ)), this fact was proved in [7]. So we may assume W /∈ Z∗(F|X(σ)).
For a proper representative (f : S → X,V → f∗F , W˜ ) of W and a ratio-
nal function hf on W˜ ⊂ V representing h, we write the principal divisor of
hf on W˜ as ∂(W˜ , hf ) =
∑
niDi where Di are distinct prime divisors. As
we reviewed in §2.2 the principal divisor ∂(W,h) of h on W is defined as
∂(W,h) =
∑
niWiei/deg f where Wi is the image of Di in F and ei is the
degree of the morphism W¯i → Wi where W¯i is the image of Di in f
∗F . By
[7, §3], if (fi,Vi, W˜i) is a proper representative of Wi, then
1
ei
f ′∗0
!
V ,σDi =
1
deg fi
f ′i∗0
!
Vi,σ[W˜i] = 0
!
F ,σ[Wi].
Therefore we have
0!F ,σ∂(W,h) = 0
!
F ,σ
∑
niWi ·
ei
deg f
=
1
deg f
∑
ni · ei · 0
!
F ,σWi
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=
1
deg f
∑
nif
′
∗0
!
V ,σDi =
1
deg f
f ′∗0
!
V ,σ
∑
niDi =
1
deg f
f ′∗0
!
V ,σ∂(W˜ , hf ).
Since 0!V ,σ(∂(W˜ , hf )) = 0 by [21, §2], we have
0!F ,σ∂(W,h) = 0
as desired.
Finally we prove (3.6). For a prime cycle B ∈ Z∗(F|X(σ)) and a proper
representative (f : S → X,V → f∗F , B˜), we have a commutative square
S(σ)
f ′
//


X(σ)
ı

S
f
// X.
Since ∗0
!
V ,σ[B˜] = 0
!
V [B˜] by [21, §2], (3.6) follows from
(3.13)
ı∗0
!
F ,σ[B] =
1
deg f
ı∗f
′
∗0
!
V ,σ[B˜] =
1
deg f
f∗∗0
!
V ,σ[B˜] =
1
deg f
f∗0
!
V [B˜] = 0
!
F [B].

Note that our definition (3.11) of the localized Gysin map 0!F ,σ is the same
as Definition 2.6 with the ordinary Gysin map 0!V replaced by the localized
Gysin map 0!V ,loc = 0
!
V ,σ defined in [21, §2].
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By (3.4), we have the virtual normal cone [CX ] ∈
A∗(ObX(σ)). Using 0
!
F ,σ in (3.5) with F = ObX , we define
[X]virloc = 0
!
ObX ,σ
[CX ] ∈ A∗(X(σ)).
Since [X]vir = 0!ObX [CX ] by definition,
ı∗[X]
vir
loc = ı∗0
!
ObX ,σ
[CX ] = 0
!
ObX
[CX ] = [X]
vir ∈ A∗(X)
by (3.6) 
As in the case of ordinary virtual fundamental class, the localized virtual
cycle [X]virloc for a semi-perfect obstruction theory remains constant under
deformation. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack over C. Let {Xα → X}
be an e´tale cover and let {φα : Eα → LXα} be a semi-perfect obstruction
theory for X. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack together with a morphism
π : X→ T to a pointed smooth curve 0 ∈ T .
Suppose X = X×T {0} and there is a semi-perfect obstruction theory
(3.14) {Xα → X}, {ψα : Fα → LXα}, Xα = Xα ×T {0}
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for X together with commutative diagrams
(3.15) Fα|Xα
gα
//

Eα //

OXα [1]
=

//
LXα |Xα
hα
// LXα
// LXα/Xα
//
of distinguished triangles. We further assume that the homomorphisms
h1(g∨α ) : h
1(E∨α ) −→ h
1(Fα|
∨
Xα) = h
1(F∨α )|Xα
glue to a homomorphism
(3.16) ObX −→ ObX|X .
Let us suppose that there is a homomorphism
(3.17) σ˜ : ObX −→ OX
and let σ : ObX → ObX|X
σ˜|X
−→OX denote the composition of (3.17) and
(3.16), restricted to X. Let X(σ˜) be the zero locus of σ˜ and X(σ) be the
zero locus of σ so that we have a fiber square
X(σ) //

X(σ˜)

{0}
τ
// T.
Let
(3.18) τ ! : A∗(X(σ˜)) −→ A∗(X(σ))
denote the Gysin map.
Theorem 3.3. τ ![X]virloc = [X]
vir
loc.
By pushing the cycles to obstruction sheaves via the natural transforma-
tion h1/h0 → h1, the proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of
[21, Theorem 5.2] and so we omit it. See also the proof of [7, Proposition
3.8].
4. Torus localization for semi-perfect obstruction theory
In this section, we generalize the torus localization formula in [17] to the
setting of semi-perfect obstruction theory. See [6] for the torus localization
formula for cosection localized virtual fundamental class.
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack acted on by a torus T = C∗. Let
F be the T -fixed locus, locally defined by SpecA/Amv on an equivariant
e´tale SpecA→ X, where Amv denotes the ideal generated by weight spaces
corresponding to nontrivial T -weights. Let
ı : F →֒ X
denote the inclusion map.
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Definition 4.1. A T -equivariant semi-perfect obstruction theory on X con-
sists of
(1) a T -equivariant e´tale open cover {Xα → X} of X;
(2) an object Eα ∈ D([Xα/T ]) and a morphism
φα : Eα → LXα in D([Xα/T ])
which is a perfect obstruction theory on Xα.
Here D([Xα/T ]) denotes the derived category of T -equivariant quasi-
coherent sheaves on Xα.
The T -fixed locus F admits an induced semi-perfect obstruction theory.
Indeed, the T -equivariant perfect complex Eα ∈ D
b([Xα/T ]) restricted to
Fα = F ×X Xα decomposes into a direct sum
(4.1) Eα|Fα = Eα|
fix
Fα
⊕ Eα|
mv
Fα
of the T -fixed part and moving part. Moreover φα : Eα → LXα also decom-
poses into the sum of
(4.2) φfixα : Eα|
fix
Fα
→ LXα |
fix
Fα
and φmvα : Eα|
mv
Fα → LXα |
mv
Fα .
Since Fα is T -fixed, the morphism LXα |Fα → LFα factors through
(4.3) LXα |
fix
Fα
−→ LFα.
Let
(4.4) EFα := Eα|
fix
Fα
, Nvirα := (Eα|
mv
Fα )
∨.
Lemma 4.2. The composition of (4.2) and (4.3) gives us a perfect obstruc-
tion theory
(4.5) φFα : E
F
α −→ LFα.
These perfect obstruction theories {φFα : E
F
α → LFα} form a semi-perfect
obstruction theory on F , with respect to the e´tale cover {Fα → F}.
Proof. The first statement follows from [6, Lemma 3.3]. For the second,
observe that we have a decomposition
ObXα |Fα = h
1(E∨α )|Fα = h
1(Eα|
∨
Fα) = h
1(EFα
∨
)⊕ h1(Nvirα )
into the direct sum of the T -fixed and moving parts. Since {ObXα} glue to
ObX by assumption, {ObXα |Fα} glue to ObX |F and hence
{ObFα := h
1((EFα )
∨)}
glue to
(4.6) ObF := ObX |
fix
F .
By composing with the inclusion Fα →֒ Xα, an infinitesimal lifting prob-
lem
g¯ : SpecB¯ −→ Fα, B¯ = B/I, I ·mB = 0
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for Fα with obstruction class
obFα(φ
F
α , g¯, B, B¯) ∈ I ⊗C ObXα |
fix
x = I ⊗C ObFα |x
gives us an infinitesimal lifting problem
g¯′ : SpecB¯ −→ Fα
ı
−→Xα
for Xα with obstruction class
obXα(φα, g¯
′, B, B¯) ∈ I ⊗C ObXα |x
where x ∈ F is the image of the closed point in SpecB¯ by g¯. Since g¯ is
T -invariant,
obXα(φα, g¯
′, B, B¯) = obFα(φ
F
α , g¯, B, B¯) ∈ I ⊗C ObFα |x ⊂ I ⊗C ObXα |x.
Since the perfect obstruction theories Eα|Xαβ and Eβ |Xαβ give the same
obstruction assignment for Xαβ = Xα ×X Xβ , we find that the same holds
for Eα|
fix
Fαβ
and Eβ|
fix
Fαβ
. This proves the lemma. 
Recall that in [17], the authors proved the torus localization formula as-
suming the existence of
(1) a global T -equivariant embedding ofX into a smooth Deligne-Mumford
stack and
(2) a global resolution [E−1 → E0] of the perfect obstruction theory
E → LX by locally free sheaves E
−1 and E0.
In [6, §3], (1) was completely removed and (2) was replaced by a weaker
assumption that the virtual normal bundle Nvir = (E|mvF )
∨ admits a global
2-term resolution [N0 → N1] by locally free sheaves N0, N1 over F .
For the torus localization formula in the setting of semi-perfect obstruc-
tion theory, we assume the following.
Assumption 4.3. There is a homomorphism
(4.7) Nvir = [N0 → N1]
of locally free sheaves on F whose cokernel h1(Nvir) is isomorphic to ObX |
mv
F
such that there is an isomorphism
(4.8) Nvir|Fα
∼= Nvirα = (Eα|
mv
Fα )
∨, ∀α
in the derived category D([Fα/T ]) whose h
1 is the restriction of the isomor-
phism h1(Nvir) ∼= ObX |
mv
F to Fα.
Definition 4.4. Under Assumption 4.3, the Euler class of Nvir is
e(Nvir) =
e(N0)
e(N1)
∈ A∗(F )⊗Q Q[t, t
−1]
where e(−) denotes the equivariant top Chern class and t is the generator
of the equivariant Chow ring A∗T (pt).
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Theorem 4.5. Under Assumption 4.3, we have
(4.9) [X]vir = ı∗
[F ]vir
e(Nvir)
∈ AT∗ (X)⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1]
where [X]vir and [F ]vir are the virtual fundamental classes of X and F with
respect to the semi-perfect obstruction theories {φα : Eα → LXα} and {φ
F
α :
EFα → LFα} using the notation above.
To prove Theorem 4.5, we introduce another semi-perfect obstruction
theory for F , whose obstruction sheaf is enlarged by N1 so that the inclusion
ı : Fα → Xα is virtually smooth. Let
(4.10) E˜Fα = E
F
α ⊕N1|
∨
Fα [1] and φ˜
F
α : E˜
F
α −→ E
F
α
φFα−→LFα
where the first arrow E˜Fα → E
F
α is the projection to the direct summand
EFα defined in (4.4). Since φ
F
α : E
F
α → LFα is a perfect obstruction theory
by Lemma 4.2, φ˜Fα is also a perfect obstruction theory for Fα. Since the
obstruction sheaves {h1((EFα )
∨)} glue to ObF = ObX |
fix
F , the obstruction
sheaves
h1((E˜Fα )
∨) = h1((EFα )
∨)⊕ h1(N1|Fα [−1])
glue to
O˜bF = ObF ⊕N1.
As φ˜Fα factors through φ
F
α in (4.10), φ˜
F
α |Fαβ and φ˜
F
β |Fαβ give the same ob-
struction assignment where Fαβ = Fα×F Fβ = Xαβ×X F . Hence we proved
the following.
Lemma 4.6. (4.10) defines a semi-perfect obstruction theory on F with
obstruction sheaf O˜bF = ObF ⊕N1 where ObF = ObX |
fix
F is the obstruction
sheaf of F with respect to the semi-perfect obstruction theory in Lemma 4.2.
Note that the new semi-perfect obstruction theory {(E˜Fα , φ˜
F
α )} fits into
the commutative diagram
(4.11) Eα|Fα //

E˜Fα

// N∨0 |Fα [1]

//
LXα |Fα // LFα // LFα/Xα [1]
// .
Since F →֒ X is an embedding, the normal cone cF/X = CF/X embeds into
the normal sheaf NF/X which is the kernel of (4.7). Hence we have the
embedding
(4.12) cF/X →֒ N0.
This gives us the pullback map
(4.13) ı! : A∗(X) −→ A∗(F )
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defined by
(4.14) ı![B] = 0!N0 [cB×XF/B]
for any prime cycle B in X via the embedding
cB×XF/B ⊂ cF/X ⊂ N0.
Proposition 4.7. ı![X]vir = e(N1) ∩ [F ]
vir.
Proof. Since [X]vir = 0!ObX [CX ] by definition, we have ı
![X]vir = ı!0!ObX [CX ].
Recall that CX is the substack of ObX whose pullback
CX |Xα ∈ A∗(ObX |Xα) = A∗(h
1(E∨α ))
to Xα is the image of the intrinsic normal cone cXα ∈ A∗(h
1/h0(E∨α )).
Since F ⊂ X ⊂ CX , the normal cone cF/CX ∈ A∗(ObX |F ⊕N0) is defined as a
substack whose restriction cF/CX |Fα ∈ A∗(ObX |Fα⊕N0|Fα) to Fα = F×XXα
is the image of cFα/cXα ∈ A∗(h
1/h0(E∨)|Fα ⊕N0|Fα).
Our proof of Proposition 4.7 will follow from the two lemmas below.
Lemma 4.8. ı![X]vir = 0!ObX |F⊕N0 [cF/CX ].
Proof. Let CX =
∑
niBi where Bi are distinct prime cycles in ObX . Let
(fi : Si → X,Vi → f
∗
i ObX , B˜i) be a proper representative of Bi and let
FSi = F ×X Si so that we have the commutative diagram
F
ı
// X ObX
π
oo
FSi
gi
OO
ıi
// Si
fi
OO
f∗i ObX
OO
πSi
oo Vioooo
Let 0!Vi [B˜i] = T˜i ∈ A∗(Si) and Ti =
1
deg fi
fi∗T˜i ∈ A∗(X). Let π˜i : Vi → Si
denote the bundle projection. Then [B˜i] = π˜
∗
i [T˜i] ∈ A∗(Vi) and
[X]vir = 0!ObX [CX ] =
∑
i
ni
deg fi
fi∗0
!
Vi [B˜i] =
∑
i
niTi.
Hence the left side of Lemma 4.8 is
(4.15) ı![X]vir = ı!
∑
i
niTi =
∑
i
ni0
!
N0 [cF×XTi/Ti ].
By the proof of [14, Proposition 1.9], the rational equivalence B˜i ∼ π˜
∗
i [T˜i] is
given by admissible rational functions and hence we have [Bi] = [π
−1(Ti)] ∈
A∗(ObX) where π : ObX → X is the projection. Since F ⊂ X, we have
cF×Xπ−1(Ti)/π−1(Ti) = cF×XTi/Ti ×F ObX |F
and the right side of Lemma 4.8 is
(4.16) 0!N0⊕ObX |F [cF/CX ] =
∑
i
ni0
!
N0⊕ObX |F
[cF×XBi/Bi ]
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=
∑
i
ni0
!
N0⊕ObX |F
[cF×XTi/Ti ×F ObX |F ] =
∑
i
ni0
!
N0 [cF×XTi/Ti ].
The lemma follows from (4.15) and (4.16). 
Lemma 4.9. There exist a coherent sheaf Ξ on F × P1 such that
(4.17) Ξ|F×{s} =
{
O˜bF = ObF ⊕N1 s 6= 0
ObX |F ⊕N0 s = 0.
and a rational equivalence of cycles
[cF/CX ] ∼ [CF ] ∈ A∗(Ξ).
Proof. Consider the double deformation spaces
Mα =M
◦
Fα×P1/M◦Xα
−→ P1 × P1
from [26] such that
Mα|{t}×P1 =
{
M◦Xα t 6= 0
cFα×P1/M◦Xα
t = 0
where M◦Xα → P
1 is the deformation space such that
M◦Xα |s =
{
pt s 6= 0
cXα s = 0.
Here cXα is the intrinsic normal cone of Xα. Note that
cFα×P1/M◦Xα
|s =
{
cFα/cXα s = 0
cFα s 6= 0.
From (4.1), (4.4) and (4.10), we have a morphism
(4.18) λ : Eα|Fα −→ E˜
F
α
whose cone is the locally free sheaf N0|
∨
Fα
. Let ξα be the cone of the mor-
phism
(4.19) (x0 · id, x1 · λ) : p
∗
1Eα|Fα ⊗ p
∗
2OP1(−1) −→ p
∗
1Eα|Fα ⊕ p
∗
1E˜
F
α
where x0, x1 are the homogeneous coordinates of P
1 and p1, p2 are the pro-
jections from F × P1 to F and P1 respectively.
Since cFα×P1/M◦Xα
⊂ h1/h0(ξ∨α), we have a rational equivalence
[cFα/cXα ] ∼ [cFα ]
in A∗(h
1/h0(ξ∨α)) and hence an equivalence
(4.20) [cFα/CXα ] ∼ [CFα ]
in A∗(h
1(ξ∨α )) where [CFα ] is the image of [cFα ] by the canonical morphism
h1/h0(ξ∨α)→ h
1(ξ∨α).
Note that {CFα}, {CXα} and {cFα/CXα} all glue to
[CF ] ∈ A∗(ObF ), [CX ] ∈ A∗(ObX), and [cF/CX ]
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respectively. The canonical equivalences (4.20) glue to an equivalence
(4.21) [cF/CX ] ∼ [CF ] ∈ A∗(Ξ).
To prove (4.17), we take a more careful look at (4.19). To simplify the
notation, we will often drop p∗1, p
∗
2, ·|Fα when the meaning is clear from the
context. For example, Eα|Fα(−1) means p
∗
1Eα|Fα⊗p
∗
2OP1(−1) and N
∨
1 often
means N1|
∨
Fα
. By (4.1), (4.4), (4.10) and (4.8), we have
p∗1Eα|Fα ⊗ p
∗
2OP1(−1) = [N
∨
1 → N
∨
0 ](−1) ⊕ E
F
α (−1),
p∗1Eα|Fα ⊕ p
∗
1E˜
F
α = [N
∨
1 → N
∨
0 ]⊕ [N
∨
1 → 0]⊕ E
F
α ⊕ E
F
α .
The cone ξfixα of the fixed part
EFα (−1)
(x0,x1)
−→ EFα ⊕ E
F
α
is certainly EFα (1) and {h
1(EFα (1)
∨)} glue to the sheaf p∗1ObF ⊗ p
∗
2OP1(1) on
F × P1. By direct computation, the cone ξmvα of the moving part has
(4.22) h1((ξmvα )
∨) = h1(N0
(d,0,−x0)
−→ N1 ⊕N1 ⊕N0(1)
(−x0,−x1,−d)
−→ N1(1))
where d is the differential of Nvir = [N0
d
−→N1]. Since N0, N1, d, x0, x1 are
globally defined on F×P1, we find that {h1(ξα)} glue to a sheaf Ξ on F×P
1.
Finally (4.17) follows from (4.22). 
Now we can complete our proof of Proposition 4.7. By Lemma 4.9,
(4.23) 0!Ξ[CF ] = 0
!
Ξ[cF/CX ].
Since CF ⊂ Ξ|F×{∞} = ObF ⊕N1, we have
(4.24) 0!Ξ[CF ] = 0
!
ObF⊕N1
[CF ] = e(N1) ∩ [F ]
vir.
Likewise, since cF/CX ⊂ Ξ|F×{0} = ObX |F ⊕N0, by Lemma 4.8, we have
(4.25) 0!Ξ[cF/CX ] = 0
!
ObX |F⊕N0
[cF/CX ] = ı
![X]vir.
The proposition follows from (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25). 
Now we can prove Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. By [28, Theorem 6.3.5], the inclusion ı : F → X
induces an isomorphism
ı∗ : A
T
∗ (F )⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1] −→ AT∗ (X)⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1].
Hence we have a class γ ∈ AT∗ (F )⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1] such that ı∗γ = [X]
vir.
By (4.14), ı![B] = 0!N0(cB×XF/B) = 0
!
N0
[B] = e(N0)∩[B] if B ⊂ F . Hence
we have
ı![X]vir = ı!ı∗γ = e(N0) ∩ γ.
By Proposition 4.7, we obtain
γ ∩ e(N0) = e(N1) ∩ [F ]
vir.
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Since e(Nvir) = e(N0)/e(N1),
[X]vir = ı∗γ = ı∗
[F ]vir
e(Nvir)
as desired. 
5. Torus localization of cosection localized virtual cycles
for semi-perfect obstruction theory
In this section, we generalize the torus localization formula of cosection
localized virtual cycle (cf. [6, §3]) to the setting of semi-perfect obstruction
theory.
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack equipped with
(1) an action of T = C∗,
(2) a semi-perfect obstruction theory
(5.1) (Xα → X,φα : Eα → LXα), and
(3) a T -invariant cosection
(5.2) σ : ObX −→ OX
of the obstruction sheaf ObX of the semi-perfect obstruction theory.
Let X(σ) denote the zero locus of σ, that is the closed substack defined by
the image of σ. By Lemma 4.2, we have an induced semi-perfect obstruction
theory
(5.3) (Fα → F, φ
F
α : E
F
α → LFα)
on F . Since σ is T -invariant, the restriction σ|F of σ to F factors through
a homomorphism
(5.4) σF : ObF −→ OF
whose zero locus is F (σ) = F ×X X(σ).
By Theorem 3.1, we have cosection localized virtual fundamental classes
(5.5) [X]virloc ∈ A∗(X(σ)), [F ]
vir
loc ∈ A∗(F (σ)).
The goal of this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 5.1. Let ı : F (σ) → X(σ) denote the inclusion. Suppose As-
sumption 4.3 holds. Then we have
[X]virloc = ı∗
[F ]virloc
e(Nvir)
∈ AT∗ (X(σ)) ⊗Q[t] Q[t, t
−1].
As in §4, Theorem 5.1 follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. ı![X]virloc = e(N1) ∩ [F ]
vir
loc.
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Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 4.7, once we show that
the rational equivalence in Lemma 4.9 lies in
Ξ(σ) = Ξ|F (σ)×P1 ∪ ker{σ : Ξ→ O}.
Its proof is identical to that of [6, Lemma 2.5]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 4.5 also proves Theorem 5.1 if
we replace F , X, [F ]vir and [X]vir by F (σ), X(σ), [F ]virloc and [X]
vir
loc respec-
tively. 
6. Dual obstruction cone and virtual signed Euler
characteristic
In this section, we recall the dual obstruction cone N of a Deligne-
Mumford stack X with a perfect obstruction theory by Jiang-Thomas [20]
and prove that it admits a semi-perfect obstruction theory (Theorem 6.2).
The cosection localization (Theorem 3.1) and the torus localization (Theo-
rem 4.5) above for semi-perfect obstruction theory now establish the Jiang-
Thomas theory of signed Euler characteristic (cf. [20]) without any assump-
tion on the derived geometry of X.
6.1. Dual obstruction cone. In this subsection, we recall the dual ob-
struction cone by Jiang-Thomas [20]. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack
equipped with a perfect obstruction theory
(6.1) E −→ LX
whose obstruction sheaf is ObX = h
1(E∨).
Definition 6.1. The dual obstruction cone of X is defined as
(6.2) N = SpecX(SymF)
π
−→X, F = ObX
which represents the functor
(Schemes over X) −→ (Sets), (S
f
−→X) 7→ HomS(f
∗F ,OS)
i.e. giving a morphism S → N over X amounts to giving a morphism
S
f
−→X together with a homomorphism f∗F → OS.
Finding a cosection σ : F → OX of F is the same as finding a section
s : X → N of (6.2).
By a standard argument on perfect obstruction theory, there is an e´tale
cover {Xα → X} of X such that Xα is the zero locus of a section sα of a
trivial vector bundle Vα on a smooth variety Aα
(6.3) Vα

Xα = zero(sα)
  // Aα
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and that the perfect obstruction theory E restricted to Xα is
(6.4) E|Xα
∼= [V ∨α |Xα
(dsα)∨
−→ ΩAα |Xα ].
Since the obstruction sheaf ObX |Xα of the perfect obstruction theory E|Xα is
coker(dsα), Nα := N |Xα is the subscheme of V
∨
α |Xα defined by the vanishing
of the section
(dsα)
∨ : V ∨α |Xα −→ π
∗
αΩAα |Xα
where πα : Vα|
∨
Xα
→ Xα is the projection.
If we let x1, · · · , xn be coordinates for Aα and y1, · · · , yr be coordinates
of the fiber of V ∨α → Aα, Nα = N |Xα is defined by the ideal generated by
{si}1≤i≤n, {
∑
i
yi
∂si
∂xj
}1≤j≤r
where si = si(x1, · · · , xn) are the coordinate functions of sα. Let
(6.5) s˜α : V
∨
α
sα−→C
be the function on the dual bundle V ∨α of Vα, defined by the section sα of
Vα over Aα:
s˜α =
r∑
i=1
yisi.
Hence the critical locus of s˜α is defined by the vanishing of
(6.6) ds˜α =
∑
i
sidyi +
∑
j
(
∑
i
yi
∂si
∂xj
)dxj
and so Nα is the critical locus of the function s˜α defined on the smooth
variety V ∨α , i.e.
(6.7) Nα = N |Xα = Crit(s˜α).
In particular, Nα is equipped with a symmetric perfect obstruction theory
(6.8) Fα := [TV ∨α |Nα
d(ds˜α)
−→ ΩV ∨α |Nα ].
6.2. Semi-perfect obstruction theory of N . In this subsection, we prove
that the dual obstruction cone N in (6.2) has a symmetric semi-perfect
obstruction theory defined by (6.8).
Theorem 6.2. The dual obstruction cone N has a symmetric semi-perfect
obstruction theory
(6.9) {Nα → N}, {Fα → LNα}
where Fα is defined by (6.8) and Nα = N |Xα = N ×X Xα.
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Proof. We use the notation and local description of §6.1. Since (6.8) is
symmetric, the obstruction sheaves
(6.10) ObNα = h
1(F∨α )
∼= ΩNα = ΩN |Nα
glue to the cotangent sheaf ΩN . We have to show that the perfect obstruc-
tion theories Fα and Fβ on
(6.11) Nαβ := Nα ×N Nβ = N ×X Xαβ
give the same obstruction assignment (cf. §2).
Let x ∈ Nαβ be a closed point and let B be an Artin local ring with
maximal ideal mB. Let I be an ideal of B satisfying I · mB = 0. Let
B¯ = B/I. Let g¯ : SpecB¯ → Nαβ be a morphism that sends the closed point
of SpecB¯ to x. We then have a diagram
(6.12) SpecB¯
g¯
//
 _

Nαβ //
!!
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
Nα
  // V ∨α
SpecB Nβ
  // V ∨β
Since V ∨α and V
∨
β are smooth, there are morphisms
(6.13) V ∨α
gα
←− SpecB
gβ
−→V ∨β
that extend (6.12). The functions s˜α and s˜β in (6.5) give us sections
(6.14) ds˜α : V
∨
α −→ ΩV ∨α , ds˜β : V
∨
β −→ ΩV ∨β .
Composing (6.13) and (6.14) with the canonical
(6.15) ρα : I ⊗C ΩV ∨α |x → I ⊗C ΩNα |x, ρβ : I ⊗C ΩV ∨β |x → I ⊗C ΩNβ |x,
we obtain the obstruction classes
(6.16) obα = ρα(ds˜α ◦ gα|x) ∈ I ⊗C ΩNαβ |x,
obβ = ρβ(ds˜β ◦ gβ |x) ∈ I ⊗C ΩNαβ |x
by [22, Lemma 1.28]. The theorem follows if we show that obα = obβ.
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Note that the perfect obstruction theory (6.8) fits into the commutative
diagram of exact sequences
(6.17)
0

0

0

.

0 // π∗Ob∨Xα
//

[π∗V ∨α |Xα
(dsα)∨
//

π∗ΩAα |Xα ]

// π∗ΩXα

// 0
0 // TNα //

[TV ∨α |Nα
d(ds˜α)
//

ΩV ∨α |Nα ]

// ΩNα

// 0
0 // π∗TXα //

[π∗TAα |Xα
dsα
//

π∗Vα|Xα ]

// π∗ObXα

// 0
. 0 0 0
where π : Nα → Xα is the projection. Hence we may write
obα = oˆbα + o¯bα and obβ = oˆbβ + o¯bβ,
oˆbα, oˆbβ ∈ I ⊗C π
∗ObXαβ |x, and o¯bα, o¯bβ ∈ I ⊗C π
∗ΩXαβ |x.
where oˆb and o¯b correspond to the first and the second terms respectively of
the right side of (6.6). The theorem follows if we show that oˆbα = oˆbβ and
o¯bα = o¯bβ .
We first observe that oˆbα = oˆbβ. This is because they are in fact the
obstruction classes for Xα and Xβ given by the morphisms
SpecB¯
g¯
//
 _

Nαβ
π
// Xαβ //
!!
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
Xα
  // Aα
SpecB Xβ
  // Aβ
and their extensions
Aα ←− V
∨
α
gα
←− SpecB
gβ
−→V ∨β −→ Aβ.
These classes coincide because they arise from a perfect obstruction theory
(6.1).
Next we show that o¯bα = o¯bβ. Note that the last term of (6.6) is exactly
the pullback of
(dsα)
∨ : V ∨α → ΩAα .
The obstruction class o¯bα is the image of the closed point in SpecB¯ by the
map
SpecB¯
g¯
−→Nαβ →֒ V
∨
α |Xαβ
(dsα)∨
−→ π∗ΩAα |Xαβ −→ π
∗ΩXαβ
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and twisting by I. By (6.4), we have isomorphisms
[V ∨α |Xαβ
(dsα)∨
−→ ΩAα |Xαβ ]
∼= E|Xαβ
∼= [V ∨β |Xαβ
(dsβ)
∨
−→ ΩAβ |Xαβ ]
that give rise to a commutative diagram
(6.18) Nαβ // [π
∗V ∨α |Xαβ
(dsα)∨
// π∗ΩAα |Xαβ ]
// π∗ΩXαβ
Nαβ // [π
∗E−1

OO
// π∗E0]
OO

// π∗ΩXαβ
Nαβ // [π
∗V ∨β |Xαβ
(dsβ)
∨
// π∗ΩAβ |Xαβ ]
// π∗ΩXαβ
for some locally free sheaves E−1 and E0 on Xαβ . The equality o¯bα = o¯bβ
follows from the commutativity of (6.18). This proves the theorem. 
We will see below that the semi-perfect obstruction theory (6.9) of the
dual obstruction cone N is C∗-equivariant and admits a cosection of the
obstruction sheaf ObN = ΩN . So we may apply the torus localization and
cosection localization proved in this paper.
Question 6.3. Is the dual obstruction cone N a critical virtual manifold in
the sense of [22, Definition 1.5]?
6.3. Localization of the virtual cycle of the dual obstruction cone.
Let X be a scheme equipped with a perfect obstruction theory E that gives
us the virtual fundamental class [X]vir. We assume that E admits a global
resolution [E−1 → E0] by locally free sheaves on X. Let F = ObX =
h1(E∨). The natural grading on SymOXF determines a T = C
∗-action on
N = SpecX(SymF) whose fixed locus is precisely X.
The action of T on N moreover gives us the Euler vector field v on N
whose dual is a cosection
σ : ΩN → ON
which is surjective on N −X by [20, §3].
By construction, the semi-perfect obstruction theoy of N in Theorem 6.2
is T -equivariant and the obstruction sheaf is ObN = ΩN . By (6.17), the
virtual normal bundle of the T -fixed locus X in N is the dual E∨ of E
which admits a global resolution by assumption. Therefore, we can apply
the localization theorems (Theorems 3.1 and 4.5) that we proved for semi-
perfect obstruction theory.
Jiang and Thomas in [20] considered five natural ways to define the notion
of virtual signed Euler characteristic of X as follows:
(1) (Ciocan-Fontanine-Kapranov/Fantechi-Go¨ttsche)
e1(X) =
∫
[X]vir
crkE(E
∨),
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(2) (Graber-Pandharipande)
e2(X) =
∫
[X]vir
cTtop(E
0 ⊗ t)
cTtop(E
−1 ⊗ t)
,
(3) (Behrend)
e3(X) = e(N, νN ) = e(X, νN |X)
where νN is the Behrend function [1],
(4) (Kiem-Li)
e4(X) =
∫
[N ]virloc
1
for the cosection localized virtual cycle [N ]virloc ∈ A0(X),
(5) e5(X) = (−1)
rkEe(X).
By Theorems 6.2, 3.1 and 4.5, we do not need to assume that X comes
from a quasi-smooth derived scheme as in [20]. So the following theorem of
Jiang-Thomas holds without any assumption from derived geometry.
Theorem 6.4. [20] Let X be a scheme equipped with a perfect obstruc-
tion theory E which admits a global resolution [E−1 → E0] by locally free
sheaves. Then the five definitions of virtual signed Euler characteristic are
well defined and satisfy
e1(X) = e2(X), e3(X) = e4(X) = e5(X).
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